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NOTE : The game is available on Android and IOS.
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Game's Story :

The kingdom of Gorilla is threatened. The greedy snail has stolen his magical specter that gives him control over all the servants of the kingdom. To regain his sovereignty, fallen king Gorilla will have to fight his servants before the final confrontation against a snail determined. -Game at once adventure platform, fun and educational.
* Features
-Gagne a maximum of bananas and gold coins
-Search and collect letters to find the hidden words that will allow you to access the next level
-Use the power of "scream" to eliminate multiple enemies at the same time
-Affirms formidable bosses every six stages
-Accompany Gorilla in his adventures across the three planets
-Enrich your vocabulary of English
-Test your resolve in the face of increasing difficulty
-Leave yourself into the ruthless world of Gorilla with breathtaking graphics and simplified control.

Some Screenshots :
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Embark on a thrilling quest to save the kingdom of Gorilla from the clutches of the cunning snail and reclaim the stolen magical scepter. Dive into a captivating adventure that seamlessly blends excitement, entertainment, and education.




Features:

Banana Bonanza: Collect an abundance of bananas and gold coins as you navigate through the enchanting landscapes of Gorilla's kingdom. Use these treasures wisely to enhance your abilities and face the challenges ahead.




Word Wizardry: Sharpen your linguistic skills by searching for and collecting letters scattered throughout the game. Unlock hidden words to progress to the next level, adding an educational twist to the excitement of the quest.

 


Due to the expansion of partnerships in the area of different platforms, we also plan to add in the future the ability to import statistics from different systems, such as po trade broker. This will allow traders to rest by changing activities and at the same time be aware of what they have in their trading platform.




Sonic Scream: Unleash the power of Gorilla's mighty scream to eliminate multiple enemies simultaneously. Strategically use this ability to overcome obstacles and foes on your journey to victory.




Boss Battles: Confront formidable bosses at the end of every six stages, each presenting a unique challenge. Test your skills and develop clever strategies to defeat these powerful adversaries.




Interstellar Adventures: Join Gorilla as he explores three distinct planets in his quest for justice. Encounter diverse environments, each with its own set of challenges and surprises.




Breathtaking Graphics: Immerse yourself in the ruthless world of Gorilla with stunning visuals that bring the kingdom to life. Enjoy a visually striking and immersive gaming experience.




Intuitive Controls: Navigate Gorilla effortlessly with simplified controls, allowing players of all skill levels to enjoy the game without frustration. Focus on the adventure and the thrill of the quest.




For those who prefer to play, work, trade from their personal computer or laptop, there is an option like this - pocket option download for pc (after installing, don't forget to contact us to get recommendations as our options go beyond simple applications).




Join King Gorilla on this epic journey to reclaim his kingdom, and let the combination of adventure, education, and entertainment make this game a truly enchanting experience for players of all ages. Will you be the hero Gorilla needs to restore peace to the kingdom? The challenge awaits!


Some screenshots of the game !

  
  
Our next development will no longer be entertainment applications, but serious additions to trading sites. We will publish some details here, as well as at pocketoptionguides.com. Stay tuned, have faith in us. 




The Gameplay !










Download The Planete Gorilla King and try it :
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Contactez-nous

Nom et Prémon :  E-mail :  Sujet :  Message :  











